Interactive comment on “Variable metabolic responses of Skagerrak invertebrates to low O2 and high CO2 scenarios” by Aisling Fontanini et al.

Page 3, at line 1 impose and not imposes

Reply: Change made as suggested.

Page 3, line 12, I suspect that it is sea stars and not sea starts.

Reply: Change made as suggested.

Page 5, line 33: Please clarify the units of the respiration rate.

Reply: Change made as suggested, it now reads “DO mg L−1 min−1 g DW−1”.

Table 3: I guess that the units of the respiration rate should be mg O2 /l/min /gDW as in Figure 1. Please clarify and “Of” anf ”not off”.

Reply: Changes made as suggested.

Figure 3: legend: shown and not show

Reply: Change made as suggested.